
Focusrite Scarlett 2i2 

Just before the start of this 

semester, I purchased a Focusrite 

Scarlett 2i2 from Turramurra Music, 

for $169. I bought it because having 

played various different instruments 

in many different ensembles for 

many years, and having done some of my own songwriting, composing and 

arranging, I felt I needed to have a means of creating high quality recordings 

for myself. After asking around with some “techy” musical friends, and doing 

some research myself, I decided that the 2i2 was what I needed. I’ve spent this 

semester working on a few different projects using the 2i2 (check these out on 

my blog: https://jameswaldermusic.wordpress.com/), some of which remain 

unfinished, due to my limited musical abilities, lack of time, not having the 

right gear and not having learnt how to do certain things yet. I’ve been using 

the 2i2 with Mixcraft Pro Studio 7, but it also comes with a free copy of 

Ableton Live Lite. My aim for this project was to teach myself how to use the 

2i2 and to create a resource to instruct teachers or students in how to use it, 

but a lot of my learning ended up going into how to use it with Mixcraft. So, 

I’ve created a resource that teaches specifically how to use the 2i2 (or basically 

any product of the Focusrite Scarlett range) with Mixcraft. I’ve realised, and it’s 

important to note, that the 2i2 will work with all major DAW’s.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://jameswaldermusic.wordpress.com/


What is the Focusrite Scarlett 2i2? 

The Focusrite Scarlett 2i2 is a USB audio interface. Essentially what it does is it 

takes sound produced by an instrument or recorded with a microphone with 

either an XLR (mic cable) or 6.35mm (guitar lead) output and records it as 

audio into a DAW, to be played back and edited.  
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Inputs 1 & 2: The 2i2 has two versatile inputs, both can receive either an XLR 

or 6.35mm cable. This is where you plug in the instruments or microphones 

that you wish to use to record with.  

Gain control: Individual gain control for each input channel. These affect how 

loud you record an instrument. They light up green, orange or red while 

recording.  

Line/Instrument Switch: Sets the gain on each channel to suit line or 

instrument input signal. Basically, set it to “Line” if you have an XLR cable 

plugged in, or “Inst” if you have a 6.35mm lead plugged in.  

48v phantom power: Many microphones need phantom power. Switch this on 

(it will light up) to provide power to your microphone through the XLR cable.  

Direct monitoring switch: Allows you to listen to yourself as you record in real 

time, with no latency. Latency is the time it takes for the audio to travel 

through the cable, the 2i2, into the computer, through your DAW and back 

through your headphones or speakers. A feature of the 2i2 is its very low 

latency, preventing you from hearing yourself with a noticeable delay.  

Monitoring volume control: Controls the volume of the outputs on the back. 

Headphone Input: Plug in your headphones here. This isn’t the typical 3.5mm 

jack that most headphones plug into however, it’s a 6.35mm, like a guitar lead. 

Use a 3.5mm – 6.35mm converter (pictured below).   

Headphone Volume: Adjusts the volume of playback through your 

headphones. You generally will need to have this turned up quite loud.  

USB port: Plug in the USB cable that comes with the 2i2 to connect it to your 

computer.   

Right and left outputs: Use to connect the 2i2 to speakers for external 

monitoring. 6.35mm jacks.  

Kensington Security Lock: Use with a Kensington lock cable 

to secure the 2i2 to prevent theft. (See right)  



Setting Up the 2i2 for use 
(if you’d rather not read, here’s an instructional video instead 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DU7tlR99Uas&feature=youtu.be ) 

If this is your first time ever using the 2i2, you’ll need to 

open the box and lift it out. It’s a good idea to keep the 

cardboard pieces and the box for safe and convenient 

storage.  

Inside the box, there’s also a USB cable. You’ll need 

this to plug it in to your computer. This cable isn’t 

particularly long, which can cause some inconvenience 

if you don’t want to work with the 2i2 right near your 

computer. If you have a spare USB cable from a device 

such as a printer or a MIDI keyboard, it will also work 

so long has it has the same ends (see image). 

Plug the USB end into a USB port on your computer, 

and plug the narrower end into the back of the 2i2, in 

the port that says “USB 2.0” (see images below) 

 

 

If this is your first time using the 2i2, you will need to log into the Focusrite 

website and register your 2i2. You can do this by following this link: 

www.focusrite.com/register .  You will need to put in your email address and 

the registration code, which will be on a piece of paper inside the box (see 

below). Depending on where you bought your 2i2 from, it may or may not 

come with a cd with drivers and software. If not, you can download the 

necessary drivers and other software and plugins from the Focusrite website.  
(Code blurred out  

for privacy.) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DU7tlR99Uas&feature=youtu.be
http://www.focusrite.com/register


Once you have downloaded the drivers, you can set up to record. The 2i2 is 

very straightforward and simple to use. It has two versatile inputs, that take 

either XLR or 6.35mm input, and can be used together to record at the same 

time. This can be useful for recording two different inputs at once, such as a 

microphone and a guitar for a singer/songwriter style performer, or a lead and 

a rhythm guitarist, or two microphones for two people singing a duet. Check 

out my blog for some different examples of this.  

XLR cables are most commonly used with dynamic and 

condenser microphones. These are used to record vocals, 

acoustic instruments or sound from an amp. To set up to 

record using an XLR cable, simply plug one end into your 

microphone or instrument you wish to record from, and 

the other end into either input on the 2i2. Switch the 

Line/Inst switch to “Line” to set the input to receive the 

right type of signal. You’ll also need to switch on the 48v 

phantom power switch if you are using a microphone 

that needs power. The switch will light up red. You can 

sing with the mic in your hand, or set it up on a mic stand. Keep in mind you’ll 

want to keep the mic the same distance from your mouth or whatever you are 

recording if you are doing multiple takes so that they don’t sound different.  

 

 

 

 

 



6.35mm cables (guitar leads) are most commonly used with electric guitars, 

bass guitars, keyboards, electric drumkits and many other electronic 

instruments. To set up to record using a 6.35mm cable, simply plug one end of 

the cable into your instrument, and the other end into either input  on the 2i2. 

Switch the Line/Inst switch to “Inst” to set the input to receive the right type of 

signal. 

 

The last thing you’ll need to setup is your headphones. These aren’t 100% 

necessary, but are pretty important if you want to record to a metronome, to 

another track or simply to hear yourself as you record. To use headphones 

with the 2i2, you’ll need to use a 6.35mm (guitar lead sized) adapter, before 

plugging them into the headphone port on the right hand side of the front face 

of the 2i2. The volume control for the headphones is right above the 

headphone port.  

To check that the gain levels are ok on the inputs you are plugged into, trying 

playing an instrument or making sound into a mic that you have plugged in. 

The ring around the gain control will light up. If it lights up red or orange, the 

gain is too loud. This will cause clipping and distortion in your recording. Turn it 

down until it lights up with a green ring instead. Select a good level by playing 

or singing the loudest you will while recording, and make sure that it is still 

green.  



Recording with the 2i2 and Mixcraft  
(if you’d prefer watching a video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mq4IrmUJXEQ&feature=youtu.be)  

Now that our 2i2 is set up and ready to record, we can need to learn how to 

use it with Mixcraft. Open Mixcraft and make sure the 2i2 is plugged into a USB 

port on your computer. Mixcraft will open up to the “New Project Settings” 

screen. Here you can choose how many audio tracks you wish to record. You 

can easily add or remove more tracks later. When using the 2i2, you will always 

be recording an audio track, not an instrument track (instrument tracks are for 

MIDI instruments). You can also specify the tempo, key and time signature of 

your recording, which can also be easily changed later.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Once you’ve made your selections and hit ok, click on file (top left) and scroll 

down to preferences (or just press ctrl + alt + p). In Sound Device preferences, 

you’ll want to make sure that both your default recording device and playback 

device are set to Scarlett 2i2. This means that all recording will be done 

through the 2i2, rather than your computers built in microphone, and all 

sounds will come through the 2i2 and into your headphones, rather than 

through the computers’ speakers. (See images below) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mq4IrmUJXEQ&feature=youtu.be


 

To arm the 2i2 for recording, click on the little triangle next to the arm button 

on one of your audio tracks. Select Scarlett 2i2, and choose either the left or 

right channel, depending on which input you are using. If you’d like to record 

using both channels at the same time, for example playing a guitar and singing 

into a microphone at the same time, simply do the same process for another 

track, and select the other channel (left or right). The arm button will turn red, 

and you can hit the record button (red circle down the bottom) to start 

recording. It’s also a good idea to click on the metronome button, and select 

whether you’d like to have the metronome on for recording, playback and 

whether you’d like it to count in. You can change the volume and sound of the 

metronome in preferences (ctrl + alt + p). 

 

 

 

 

Once you have recorded something from either a microphone or an 

instrument, you’ll see it recorded as audio, going horizontally from left to right 

across the screen. You can now listen back to it using the playback controls 

down the bottom, export it as a file to share and listen to, record more audio, 

or use Mixcraft to mix and edit your track. 

 

 



Features of Mixcraft 

Now that we’ve gone through how to set up the Scarlett 2i2 and how to record 

into Mixcraft, we need to learn how to use some of the important features of 

Mixcraft to mix and edit our tracks.  

Controls: New project- start a new Mixcraft project 

                 Open: open a previous Mixcraft project 

                 Add Sound: browse your computer for sound files 

                 Save: save current project as a Mixcraft file 

                 Publish: publish current project to YouTube, Facebook, Soundcloud  

                 CD: burn to a blank audio cd in your computers’ disc drive 

Undo/Redo: Undo or Redo your last action.  

Zoom: Zoom in or out. You can do this with scroll on your mouse 

Snap Control: Allows you to drag tracks and notes freely, or makes them snap 

to particular beats.  

Time/Beats: Shows minutes/seconds or bars/beats along the top of the track. 

New Track: click this to add a new audio, midi or video track. Previously 

recorded audio or MIDI can then be dragged into your new track, or you can 

record into it. 

Panning: Moves a track to the left or right. You’ll hear the difference if you 

have external speakers or are using headphones.  

Automation: Changes volume and effects automatically while a track is 

playing. 

Arming: Arm a track for recording.  



Effects: Click on this to put effects such as reverb, delay, distortion and chorus 

on individual tracks.  

Solo/Mute: Solo plays a track by itself, muting turns off an individual track.  

Project Options, Sound options, Mixer and Sound/loop library I will go 

through in greater detail below, but you click on those buttons to expand 

them.  

Playback/Recording: Use to move the playback line and to start and stop 

recording and playback.  

Horizontal Scrolling: Scroll across the screen. Becomes necessary if you have 

long tracks or are zoomed in close. Vertical Scrolling appears on the right hand 

side when you have many tracks.  

Looping: Lets you select a small section to repeat until you stop it. Useful for 

precise editing and choosing effects.  

Metronome: Turn on and off metronome for playback and recording, and 

count in. Metronome volume and sound is in preferences. 

Tempo: The speed of your track. Click and type to change.  

Time Signature: How many and what type of beats per par. Click to change. 

Key: The key of your track. Unless you are using MIDI, this doesn’t do much.  

Master Volume: The overall volume of all your tracks. 

Master Effects: Use to put an effect on all of your tracks.  

 

In the project window you can fill in all these details like Title, Author, Album 

etc and any comments or notes you want to add in, so that when you export 

your track will have all of these details included.  



In the sound window you can transpose an entire track by semitones, to 

change keys. This will also change the sound however, particularly for vocals. 

You can also use the Time Stretch function, which makes your tracks longer or 

shorter by a percentage. You can also create loops or quantize your tracks 

from this window, but I have found quantizing audio to be a bit inaccurate, 

unless you’ve recorded an instrument that has very defined “hits” on beats. A 

useful function in the sound window is the noise reduction feature. If you have 

some kind of background or accidental noise in one of your tracks and you 

don’t want to record it again, you can simply reduce the noise in that section.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the mixing window, you can change the lo, mid and hi volume levels for each 

track, as well as their panning and individual volume. You can also add effects 

here, and do the same mixing for the entire recording with the main mix.  

In the library window, you can find pre recorded loops and sounds of audio 

and midi that you can drag into an empty track. These can be MIDI or audio, 

and will automatically match the tempo and key that you have selected.  


